I nspection

Central command center
for robotic fleets

Gather together all the robot and sensor,
video, and telemetry data needed to
actively monitor inspections, review  
and root-cause issues, and analyze  
trends for preventative actions.

Conducting routine inspections is a time-consuming but critical activity to ensure your operation
runs smoothly. Organizations are looking to robotics as a way to improve the accuracy and
consistency of inspections while at the same time reducing costs.  



Investing in a robot is just the first half of the equation. Leveraging robotics for inspections improves
the safety and efficiency of your staff, but adding a data and operations platform to manage your
robotic fleet delivers economies of scale through centralized operations, predictive analytics, and
teleoperations. 



Formant data and operations platform serves as the command center for robotic operations. Gather
together all the robot and sensor, video, and telemetry data needed to actively monitor inspections,
review and root-cause issues, and analyze trends for preventative actions. Centralizing these
activities maximizes the efficiency of your skill investigators and engineers and minimizes the time
spent traveling to conduct routine inspections.  
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Robots improve employee safety, centralized
operations improves unit economics.
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helps robot service providers manage fleets centrally,
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